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Rowe: An Exegetical Approach to Gen. 3:15

AN EXEGETICAL APPROACH TO GEN. 3:15
The title of this paper, "An exegetical approach to Gen.
3:15," hmits the subject to be treated. A complete exegesis
of a text in Sacred Scripture demands that the teachings of
the Church be used as a guide. The official interpreter of
Sacred Scripture is the living Magisterium of the Church. 1
We must limit our subject still further because of the
scope of the following two papers which will also deal with
Ge1l. 3:15. One will treat the Patristic Tradition concerning
the Protoevangelium and the other Wtll study the use of the
text in the Magisterium of the Church We are concerned
with Positive Theology in this paper. Our study, therefore,
will be confined to the deposit of revelation as found in
Genesis. Because of recent Catholic views on Pentateuchal
criticism,2 it will be necessary, and we believe useful, to consider the introductory questions on Genesis somewhat in
detaH.
Our text appears in that part of the book of Genesis knoml
as prehistory. Genesis I-XI records the creation of the world,
the origms of man and the account of mankind down to the
time of the Hebrew Patriarchs. With the biblical account of
1 E F Sutcliffe, Th~ Repltes of th~ Btbhcal Commidon, m CCHS 61
Cf Pope Ptus XII, Humani genem, m Rome and the Study of Scripture (5th
ed, St Memrad, lnd, 1953) 113, EB No 612, G Deprlve, S J, Scnpture,
Trad1t1on and the Church, m ThD 6 (1958) 67-72, Btble, Tradthon, !tfag1stCre
dans la thlologie catholique, m NRT 78 (1956) 135-51
2J, Chame, Le l1vre de la Gentse (Pans, 1949), R De Vuux, OP, La
GmCst, m La sa1nte Btble (Pans, 1951), A Clamer, Genese, m• La samte
Brble (ed L Ptrot and A Clamu) (Paris, 1953) Cf E. P Arbez, S S,
Analysis of the Pentateuch, m Guide to the Bible (pubhshed by A Robert
and A Tncot; tr by E P Arbez and M R P McGuire) 1 (2nd Eng ed,
Tournai, 1960) 171 ff See 170-1 for recent bibliography R Vawter, C.M,
.4 Path through Genesu (New York, 1955), C Hauret, Begtnnings Genes1s
and Modern Sdence (tr. byE P. Emmaus, O.P) (Dubuque, 1955)
49
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Abraham (Gen. 11:2 7b) and his call from God to be the
father of the Chosen People, we enter the period of written
history. The accuracy of the accounts in Genesis concerning
the Hebrew Patriarchs has been questioned by critics, either
by denying their existence 3 or by seeing "in the patriarchal
narratives retrojections of ideas and customs which prevailed
in the period of the monarchy (1000-587 B C.)." 4 Father
Frederick L. Moriarty indicates thus why such an attitude
must be rejected:
"If the situation has changed drastically today-and no
one who understands the facts can doubt it-the credit goes
first and foremost to the archaeologist and linguist whose combmed efforts have set the Patriarchal Age m an entirely new
light. In the past twenty-five years a bewildering amount of
new material has been turned up and it has revolutionized our
knowledge of that part of the world which very deservedly is
called 'The Cradle of Our Civilization' Wtthin one generation we have seen whole cultures saved from the oblivion of
rnillenma, new and unsuspected scripts and languages brought
to light, entire ciVlhzations reconstructed Whom 1920 had ever
heard of Ugarit and its great epic hterature? How much did we
know of the Hurrians and the Hittites? ... " 5

The Patriarch Abraham lived ca 1850, B.C.6 For the
sake of comparison, we can add here that Moses lived during
the thirteenth century, B.C.7 The discoveries of archaeology
ap L Mormrty, SJ, Introducmg th~ Old Testament (Mil\liaukee, 1959)
2 Cf G RICC!Oth, The History of Israel (tr by C D Penta, OP and R T
A Murphy, 0 P) l (Mi!wauket>, 1955) 148
4 Moriarty, loc ctt
5 /b1d Cf also W F Albr~ght, The Archeology of Paleslmt (revised
ed, Baltimore, 1954) 224
6 Arbez, op. cit, 177
1 Ibid, 184 f The question of the date of the E'todus from Egypt under
Moses is still disputed Father Arbe.z adds "though another view dates the
E"':odus m the 15th century, B C • ."
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have shown the historical accuracy and the literary antiquity
of the narratives of Genesis.8 Law codes which are prior to
Moses by centuries have been discovered and deciphered 9
Thus Father Robert m Guide to the Bible could write: "The
very life of antiqutty, with its literatures, laws and law codes,
institutions, and religions, is presented to us under a tangible
form. All this informatiOn makes it possible for us to clarify
many passages in Scnpture, to complete fragmentary knowledge, and often to correct our mistakes in perspective. But,
especially it demonstrates that Israel was a late comer in
world htstory, that in every way she was part of her milieu,
and that she was profoundly influenced by it." 10
Directives

of tlze Church

We must now turn our attention to the first section of
Genesis, chapters I-XI.
The historictty of Biblical narratives in general has been
constantly upheld by the Church 11 In June 30, 1909, the
Church defended the historical character of Gen. 1-3 12 The
replies of the Pontifical Biblical Commission must be considered in the light of the letter of the Biblical Commission
to Cardinal Suhard on Jan. 16, 1948, concerning the sources
of the Pentateuch and the historicity of the first eleven chapters of Genesis. 13 The Commission encourages further study
of the problems in the following words: "It will be agreed that
s Cf Albright, op at, 225, Al:bez, op, at, 176
DJ B Pntchard, ed, Ancient Near Eastern Texll (Princeton, 1950)
159-219.
10 A

Robert, The Law or the Pentattuch, in Guide to the Bible, op at,

168

11June 23, 1903, in EB No. 161
12 EB Nos 336-342, cf E S1egman, C PP S, The Decree$ of the Pontifiwl B1bltcal Commission, a Rrcent Clanfication, In CBQ 18 (1956) 23-29
lBEB Nos 571-581; cf Sutcliffe, op, dt, 14, CBQ 10 (1948) 319-320,
322-323,
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these replies are in no way a hindrance to further truly scientific examination of these problems in accordance with the
results acquired in these last forty years ...." 14
Concerning the question of the literary form of the first
eleven chapters of Genesis and their importance in determining their historicity, the Commission had the following to

say:
"The question of the literary fonns of the first eleven chapters of Genesis is far more obscure and complex. These literary
forms do not correspond to any of our classical categories and
cannot be judged m the hgbt of the Greco-Latm or modern
literary types It 1s therefore imposstble to deny or to affirm
their historicity as a whole without unduly applying to them
norms of a hterary type 1Ulder which they cannot be classed.
Ar 1t is agreed not to see in these chapters tustory in the classical and modern sense, It must be adrmtted also that known
scientific facts do not allow a positive solution of all the problems which they present. The first duty m this matter incumbent on scientific exegesis consists in the careful study of all
the problems literary, scientific, histonca1, cultural, and religious
connected with these chapters, m the next place is required a
close examination of the literary methods of the ancient oriental
peoples, thetr psychology, thetr manner of e1Pressing themselves
and even their notion of bistorrcal truth; tthe requisite, in a
word, IS to assemble wtthout preformed judgments all the
material of the palaeontological and historical, epigraphical and
literary sciences. )It ts only in this way that there IS hope of
attainmg a clearer view of the true nature of certam narratives
in the first chapters of Genesis " 1G
To attempt to clarify in some way the literary character
of Gen. I-XI, and to determine the historical value of these
chapters, we must heed the words of Pope Pius XII in his
encyclical, Divino afflante Spiritu:
u Sutchffe, loc at ; EB No. 581.
t~ SutcWfe, op ae, 75; EB No 581.
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"As in our age, indeed new questions and new dtfficulties
are multiplied, so, by God's favor, new means and aids to exegesis

are also provided. Among these it ts worthy of special mention
that Catholic theologians, followmg the teaching of the Holy
Fathers and especially of the Angelic and Common Doctor,
have exanuned and explruned the nature and effects of biblical
inspiration more exactly and more fully than was wont to be
done m previous ages. For havmg begun by expounding minutely the principle that the inspired writer, in composing the
sacred book, is the living and reasonable mstrument of the
Holy Spirit, they rightly observe that, impelled by the dwme
motion, he so uses his faculties and powers, that from the book
composed by htm all may easily infer 'the special character of
each one and, as it were, his personal traits.' Let the interpreter
then, with all care and Without neglecting any hght derived from
recent research, endeavor to detennme the peculiar character
and circumstances of the sacred wnter, the age in which he
lived, the sources written or oral to which he had recourse and
the forms of expressiOn he employed.
/
"Thus can he the better understand who was the inspired 1
, author, and what he WLSbes to express by his writings There \
is no one indeed but knows that the supreme rule of interpretation is to discover and define what the writer intended to
express. . . .
"What is the hteral sense of a passage IS not always as obvious in the speeches and wrttmgs of the ancient authors of the (
East, as it IS in the works m our own time. For what they
Wished to express is not to be determined by the rules of grammar and philology alone, nor solely by the context, the interpreter must, as it were, go back wholly in spirit to those remote
centuries of the East and with the aid of htstory, archaeology,
ethnology, and other sctences, accurately determine what modes
of wr1ting, so to speak, the authors of that anctent penod would
be likely to use, and in fact did use.
"For the ancient peoples of the East, in order to express
their ideas, did not always employ those forms or kinds of
speech which we use today; but rather those used by the men
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of their times and countries. What those exactly were the commentator cannot determine as it were m advance, but only after
a careful examination of the anoent literature of the East. .. ,
"For of the modes of expression which, among ancient
peoples, especially those of the East, human language used to
express Its thought, none is excluded from the Sacred Books,
provided the way of speakmg adopted m no wise contradicts
the holiness and truth of God, , ••
"Hence the Catholic commentator, in order to comply With
the present needs of biblical studtes, in explaming the Sacred
Scnpture and m demonstrating and provmg 1ts immumty from
all error,( should also make a prudent use of this means, deterrome, that is, to what extent the manner of expression or the
hterary mode adopted by the sacred writer may lead to a correct
and genume interpretation; and let him be convinced that this
part of his office cannot be neglected without serious detriment
to Catholic exegesis~ Not infrequently-to mention only one
instance--when some persons reproachfully charge the Sacred
Wnters with some histonca! error or inaccuracy in the recordmg
of facts, on closer examinatiOn 1t turns out to be nothing else
than those customary modes of expression and narration peculiar
to the ancients, which used to be employed in the mutual dealings of social life and which in fact were sanctioned by common
usage.
"When then such modes of expression are met with in the
sacred text, wh1ch, bemg meant for men, is couched m human
language, justice demands that they be no more taxed Wtih
error than when they occur in the ordmary intercourse of daily
Ide. By this knowledge and exact appreciation of the modes
of speaking and writing in use among the ancients can be
solved many difficulties, which are raised against the veracity
and historical value of the Divine Scriptures, and no less efficaciously does this study contribute to a fuller and more lumtnous understanding of the mind of the Sacred Writer" 16

16 Pope PIUs XII, Divino atf!ante Spiritu, in Rome and the Study of
Scnj>ture, op cit, 96-99, Nos 33-41; EB Nos 557-561 See aJso the Holy
Father's warnmg in his encyclical Humani generls, loc dt
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In 1948, The Biblical Comptission in its letter to Cardinal
Suhard stated concerning Genesis I-XI:
"To declare a pnori tha~ these narratives do not contam
history in the modern sense of the word might easily be understood to mean that they do not contam h1story in any sense,
whereas they relate m simple: and figurative language, adapted
to the understanding of man\dnd at a lower stage of develop·
ment, the fundamental tru~ underlying the d1vinc scheme of
salvation, as well as a popula,r description of the origms of the
human race and of the chos~n people. In the meantime it is
necessary to practice patience which is part of prudence and
the wisdom of hfe.'' n

Historical Character

1

We shall, therefore, consider briefly the historical 'character of Genesis I-XI. Father John L. McKenzie writes: 11 A.V
Bea, S.J., commenting on the response of 1948, has pointed
out that the first task of exegesis is to determine the intention
of the sacred writer." 18 Father McKenzie continues, referring
to the article of Cardinal Bea:
{"The intention of the author is manifested m his manner
of speaking, the concrete Circumstances in which he writes, and
his chmce of literary form.) Genesis I-XI appears in the dress
of a historical narrative; but the meamng of history must be
determined. In the literature of ancient Sem1l!C peoples, hiS·
tory means the transmission of particular facts m the forms of
annals, a mixed presentation of fact, and legends, or myths, or
popular tradition orally transmitted. It 1s for the exegete to
determine what events and doctrmes the sacred author intended

~

11 SutcWfe, loc c1t ; EB No. 581

18J, L McKenzie, SJ, The L1terary Characteristu:J of

G~ntsu Z-3, m
TS 15 (1954) 543; referring to A Bea, SJ, ll probkma del Pentateucho e
della storia Primordtale, in CC 99 (1948} 124
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to relate, speakmg the language of hts time, using the literary
fonns of hlS contemporaries, speaking to a people of a determined profane, intellectual and religious culture." 19

".

The discussion concerning Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch can be found in any standard commentary on Genesis.
The Biblical Commission in 1906 spoke of "substantial Mosaic
Authorship." 2° For our present purpose, it will suffice to
point out that in 1948 the Commission gave what is considered a clarification of this phrase when it spoke of "the large
contribution and profound influence of Moses as author and
as legislator." :t
j We have already referred to the fact that archaeology
has verified the accuracy of the Patriarchal account in Genesis.
Moses could have used sources, oral and written, for these
narratives. But the problem stili remains for the earlier chap·
ters of Genesis. Father Vawter makes the observation: ccTra·
dition can be preserved with astounding accuracy of detail
even over centunes, as the Pentateuch makes clear, but who
could imagine a tradition kept intact for hundreds of thou·
sands, a half million or more years? For the life of man upon
earth, we now know, is no less than this." t 2
19 McKenzie, art at, 543-544.
20Sutcliffe, op. at, 68, EB No 184
21 R. A. Dyson, S J. and R A F. :MacKellZle, S J, Higher Critu::sm, in
CCHS 66 Cf EB No 580 See also C Charlier, The Clmstum Approach to
the B1ble (tr by H, J Richards and B Peters) (Westnunster, 1957) lOS
22 Vawter, op, at, 33 For details on the soenhfic findmgs, ci V. Marcozn, SJ, The Origin of Man accordmg to SCJence, m ThD 2 (1954) 43-47;
C Vollert, SJ, Evolut1on of the Ruman Body, m CMd SO (1952) 135-154;
and Evolution of the Ruman Body· Sckntl{u; Status Quo and Theological
Implications, in PCTSA 6 (1951) 122-145, H J T Johnson, The Ongtn of
Man, in CR 41 (1956) 395-406, 477-485, 534-543, F L Monarty, SJ and
W. M, Gumdon, Genesis and Saentific Studies on the Ong1n of the World, in
CBQ 12 (1950) 428-438 Cf Hauret, op Cit, 8, and for further bibl:ogtaphy

"·
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Where did the sacred author, whether Moses or a later
redactor 23 obtain the information he gives us concerning the
origins of the world and the creation of man? Was he merely
relating for future generations the facts of creation as he received them from oral tradttion? Or did he have fundamental
religious truths, which he wanted to teach, that there is one
God, Creator of all, that man rebelied through sin, was punished, etc., which he clothed in graphic and concrete language?
· Father Hartman writes: 44 We cannot, of course, rule out
the possibility of God revealing this whole story in a vision
to the inspired author. Miracles can happen, but they are not
to be unnecessarily multiplied when there is a quite natural
explanation for some phenomenon. If God saw fit to reveal
all the details of this story to the hagiographer, it is hard to
see why He should have taken so many elements from the
pagan mythologies, even though purged of their unbecoming
aspects, or why He should have had the conversations in
Paradise include so many plays on words which make sense
only in Hebrew, a language which was certainly not spoken
in Paradise " 24
Father Robert writes:

l,/

23 Blhilcal cnhcism today Joohs upon the Pentateuch as a composite
work Cf. Robert, op at, 160-170, for a rev1ew of the reasons for this
position (161), a summary of the development of the documentary hypothesis
(162-166) Cf also the commentaries of De Vaux, op cit, 9-21, Clamcr,
op c1t, 10-57, Vawter, oP at, 21-28, Monarty, Introducing the Old Testament, op Cit, 2-8, W M Vall., Pentateuchal Cntu:ism sn La Btble de Jtrusalem, in Sept 5 (1952) 99-102; Dyson, Some Recent V:ewpotnl5 on the
Pentateuchal Quest1on, in CCHS 174-176, and MacKenz1e, B~/ore Abraham
was, m CBQ 15 (1953) 131-140 It should be understood that the acceptance
by Catholics of the sou ret'S mvoh cd m the composition of the Pentateuch as
we baH it today does not afCed the inspuatton of the te'l:t The final
redactor who combined the dUferent sources and even added h1s own work
to them certamly worked under the influence of mspirabon Cf Ciamer, op
Cit, 51, Vawter, op ot, 18, and B Rigau'l:, 0 F M, La femme et son l1gnage
dans Genfse III, 14-15, in RB 61 (1954) 329-331
24L, Hartman, CSSR, Stn tn Paradtse, 1n CBQ 20 (1958) 29
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"The modem reader, who is usually too much concerned
with material detruls, does not give enough attention to the
fact that these chapters are intended pnmanly to furnish doctrinal instruction of the greatest importance. Creation, the
origmal happiness of man, the fall and its consequences, the
increasing degradation of mankind despite the first achievements
of civilization, the great punishment of the Flood and that of
the confusion of tongues, all these are truths wh1ch manifest
the power, wisdom, holmess, and mercy of God, and, at the

same time, explain the present condition of man. These truths
are facts, or they are essentially connected with facts Our
sources relate them with the same gravity and the same authority as the whole subsequent history, and, consequently, they
certamly intend to make them a matter of behef " 25

11

Later on Father Robert remarks, "The religious teaching
of these chapters, together with the essential facts with which
it is indissolubly connected can come only from a revelation
that was made at a time and to recipients that we do not
know." 28
Accounts of creation have been found in ancient Babylonian narratives. Scholars are today studying the "numerous
and undeniable resemblances between the Biblical narratives
and the ancient traditions of Babylonia." 21
2~

Robert, The Literary Genres, m Guu!e to the B1ble, op cit, 479
Chaine, op at, 11, McKenzte, art. cit, 511
2T Robert, op, ell, 481 Cf Moriarty-Gumdon, art cit, m CBQ 12
(1950) 434 "Notwithstanding the hl!lh probabdtty that the Hebrews brought
Wlth them from thell" ongmal Mesopotammn home the cosmogonic narratives
whtth they bad learned there and which have certamly mfluenced their own
cosmogony, the parallel actounts of creal.ion in GenesiS are umque in anaent
hterature Despite the remimscences of early Near Eastern ltterature, these
narratJ.ves have been transfused by the pure monotheistic doctnne which, it
IS a commonplace to remark, is one of Israel's great contrtbutions to the~
world It is only when we e:mmine the gross rehgtous concepts enshrined in
the other Semttic narrathes of creation that the btbltcal account stands out in
all 1ts purity and force"
28[bid, 482; d
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Father John L. McKenzie, S.J., has reviewed the material
so far discovered. He writes:
'

"It is an accepted conclusmn among modern exegetes that)
there is no extant piece of hterature which is the source of the
ParadLSe story. The attempts which have been made to establish
a dependence on l\Iesapotamian literature have all broken down
agamst the umque character of the story.
~<But it would be a mistake to conclude from this, as some
have done, that there is no connection between the Paradise
story and other ancient narrabves. The story as a whole is
independent, but this does not imply that it IS independent in
all details An examination of the relevant texts on the ongin
of man discloses that any sim1lanty in detail Is to be found in
the Mesapotammn stories alone. These relevant texts are few
and fragmentary. No Mesapotamian account 1s as anthropo·
centnc as the Paradise story; th1s is one of its most stnking
and distinctive traits" ~ 8

V

• We know also that Israel alone of all the ancient nations
had the true knowledge of God, divinely revealed to it The
loftiness of the account of creatwn in Genesis therefore is
shown by its monotheistic character. Thus, for example, there
are no other gods to question Yahweh's word. At His word,
creation takes place.
We may conclude, then, that the first eleven chapters of)
Genesis give us a popularized account of the beginning of the
28 McKenzre, art al, 549. Cf Hartman, ilTt dt, 28, who wr1tes "Suffke
1t to say that, whlie these comodences undenmbly exist, they are rather mere
'echoes,' that is, clements common to the folklore of all these peoples, mclud·
ing Israel, rather than consoous bterary borrowings on the part of the author
of Gen 2·3 BeSides, all the clements of polytheism and the other 'abominations' of pagan rehgion have, of course, been automatJ.cally 'purged' from
these folklore stones as they were retold by the monothw;tic worshippers of
a righteous Yahweh. Fmally, it can be safely predicted that no account will
ever be discovered m. ancient pagan bterature that could be shown to be a
source of the essential, characteristic elements in this masterpiece of Israelite
rebgtous hterature "
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V (human race. "It is religious history, and facts are introduced
to make a religious point. But the accounts are historical in
the sense that they tell of real events." 29
60

Analysis of the Text
The context of the Protoevangelium is well known. It is
the story of man's fall into sin. After the second account of
the creation of man (Gen. 2:7f.), man is placed in a luxuriant
garden, and "woman" is created to be a helper to him (Gen.
2:21£.). Father Arbez summarizes the following: "Man's
disobedience (3. J) destroys the goodness-harmony-of cre-ation. The temptation, described with remarkable insight, at
the insbgation of the serpent, is followed by God's sentence
on the actors of the drama: the original harmony is destroyed
by man's sin. However, there is left to man the hope of final
victory." so
The "hope of final victory" is contained in Gen. 3:15. The
words of Yahweh to the serpent read: "/will put enmity between you and the woman, between your seed and Iter seed,·
he shall crush your head, and you shaU lie in wait for his
heel/' 81
We wtll examine the text from a phtlological point of view
to determine Its meaning as accurately as possible. ,
1. The particle waw which connects vs. 15 with vs. 14
signifies a logical connection. It can have a co-ordinating
sense or subordinating sense.82
29 P Lobez, L1lerary Genres m the B1ble, m ThD 4 (1956) 70, tr from
Lts 'Genres ltttiratres' dans Ia B,ble, m AdC 72 (1955) 649 I
ao Arbez, op cit, 172. Cf. Hartman, art at, 27 "We are JUSWied in
stud}ing Gen 2, 4b-J, 24 as a hterary umt"
Sl Text from the Confratermty of Chnstlan Doctrine translation by members of the Cathohc Btbhcal AssoctaUon of America, Holy Btble (Westmmster, 1954) 18
32M Brunec, S.D B, De sensu Protoevangd1~ (Gen 3.15), in VD 36
{1958) 194, He takes it in a causal or e"plicative sense (207). It is usually
not present in the modern translations
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2. "Enmity-'ebhah-in Hebrew occurs only four times
in the Old Testament (Num. 35:21; Ez. 25:15; 35:5) and
always indicates a conflict between rational beings, between
God and men, between different nations, between men of different opmion 83 From its use by the sacred authors, we can
conclude thatv' ebhah means an irreconcilable, and deadly
antagonism between the parties involved. Enmity should be
read in the singular according to the Hebrew and the Greek,
not plural as in the Vulgate.
3. u1 wtll place"-ashith-is the Hebrew imperfect of the
verb shith, to place, put. The form of the verb can indicate
an action of any time, past, present or future. Ceuppens
prefers a present signification because the imperfect indicates
an action already begun, but not yet perfected; therefore, an
action that still endures 34 Others prefer a future sense, as is
found in the LXX. 8 ~ (From what follows it will be evident V
that at least the idea is future. The subject of the verb is God,
Yahweh-Elohim.
God decrees that enmity will exist
(A) "between you and the woman"
(B) "between your seed and the seed of the woman"
(C) "between the seed of the woman and the serpent." 86
3ap F. Ceuppens, OP, De ManalagJca B1blica, m Thealagica B1bhca 4
(Rome, 1951) 2 Cf B Mariam, OFM, L'lmmacalata ntl Pratoevangela•
Gen. 3, 15, m Vg/ 3 (1955) 77-80, who shows that "enmity" in the Old
Testament ts used to indicate an ureconalable antagonism a.nd perpetual
hatred bet'olleen persons and among nahons In Gen 3, 15 the enmity is super·
natural, havtng been postted dU"ectly by God as a punishment for the devil
It is external and ObJechve, will be of brief duratton (79) and will end in
the destruction and elurunahon of Satan. Hauret, op cit, 213.
S4 Ceuppens, lac cit
SliBrunec, art at, 195, Manani, art at, 17. See G. Calandra, OF.M.,
Nova Pratoevangeln mtlnolagu:a lnterpretatw (Gtn J, 15), m Ant 26 (1951)
344-345, and Bea, Mana SS ntl Protovangelo (Gen 3, 15}, m Mm 15 (1953)
7, note 12, and H B. Swetr, The Old Testament 1n Gruk, 1 (Cambridge,
1909) 5.
36 Ceuppens, lac cit.
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(A) "Betweeu you": the preposition bhem with personal
pronoun. Since God is speaking to the tempter, 11you" directly
designates the serpent. There is no doubt among Catholics
31
~ncermng the identification of the serpent. It 15 Satan.
Taken in its proper sense, the name 'serpent' can designate
an animal in Sacred Scripture. The name can also be used in
a metaphorical sense, form Apoc. 12:9, by the name of serpent, the devtl is meant: "And that great dragon was cast
down, the ancient serpent, he who Is called the devil and Satan,
who leads astray the whole world ..." 38
"A11d the woma11," m Hebrew-ha-ishshah-a singular substantive determined by the defimte article. The word ishshah is
derived from ish-man (Gen. 2.23) and can also signify a
wife, especially when it occurs with a possessive suffix (2:25;
3:8, 20, 21; 4:1, etc.). Already in chapter 2, ishs!Jah has a
double meaning in 2:23; it indtcates women in general, every
woman; m vs. 25, the wife of Adam 39
The definite article present in the text has led some to the
11
hurried conclusion that Eve is the woman of the Protoevangehum Prof. Bonaventure Mariani, who has devoted seventy
pages to the study of this text in Virgo Immaculata, remarks
that "with regard to the article: ha-ishshah, the more recent
authors are much more cautious." 40
The article in Hebrew has many uses. 41 The Hebrew
article can determine an individual, but it is also used to de-

I

37 M:ma.m, art at, 80
SBBrunec, art c1t, 194, Mariam, loc at, the serpent appears in the
conteU both 35 an ammal among all the other anunals (Gen 3, 1 WJth defimte arlicle) and 35 an mtelhgent bemg who thmks and speaks, who tempts
to evll and to revolt against God, therefore, an evJI spirit who has t:ll.en on
the appearance of a serpent to approach Eve Cf Ceuppens, op Cit, 3 "The
serpent IS the devJI himself • " See Calandra, op cit, 351
39l\fanani, art Cit, 82-83
4() Marmm, art at, 12
"Rlguardo all'articulo ha-ISsah, gli au tori pm
reccnh sono molto piU cautl."
41Cf P Jouon, SJ, Grammairt de l'Hebreu B1blique (Rome, 1923) 137.
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termine a species: thus "man" with article (ha 'ish) can indicate the human race, and "woman" with the article, women in
general.4 2 Grammatically, therefore, it ts posstble to interpret~
"the woman" either in an individual sense (i.e., Eve, who is
spoken of in the context) or in a collective sense (women in
general).
A third posstbtlity must also be considered. The article!
can be used to introduce a person or an object not yet named
nor known but considered as perfectly determined by the circumstances in which it is presented, as by reason of a prophetical context.48 Thus the prophet can refer in our case, not to
Eve, but to a woman who tn the prophecy is present to the
spirit of the one talking, i.e., to God!" Thus God, in the
Protoevange1ium, can refer, not to the woman who is spoken of
in the immediate context, but to her whom He sees with His
divine eye, as present with the victorious 1\lessias, JUSt as Eve
was present with the vanquished Adam."5
(B) ~<Between your seed and her seed":
"Your secd"-zerak-in Hebrew, is first used of the seeds
of plants (Gen. 1:12); further, the word "seed" can refer to
an individual, as a sin (Gen. 4:25; 21-13), or a collectivity
whtch in our case would be "progeny." 46 Ceuppens adds that
zerah also admits a moral sense, namely men who seek the
42 Cf Bea, ttrt at, 7
4.3 .Manam, loc nt, and 70 Bea, art crt , 7 f , mdicates that all the verbs,
"I will place," "he \Hll crush," "You will he In wait," are in the future a.nd
even the word "secd"-offspnng sho\\S thts to be the case The \trse predicts
a future victory.
H Bea, art Cit, 8 Cardmal Bea also refers to Is 1, 14
4.5Jbid Cf V G Bertelli, ll senso mariolog1co p1eno e 1l urno letttralr
del Protovangrlo (Gen 3, 15) da/la "JneffabdiS Deus" al 1948, in Aim 13
(1951) 383 f
46 Mariani, art at, 83 f Cf L Koehler and \V Baumgartner, Lencon
in Velms Testamentt L1bros, l (Grand Rapids, 1951) 268 The word utdh
occurs 228 times, m Gen 3, 15 With the mearung of "offspnng" of the woman
and of the serpent Zerah is a m.a.scuhne noun Cf Clamer, op Clt, 139
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same end. 47 We will postpone the identification of the phrase
until we finish our analysis of the words or the text. The
Greek uses sperma-a neuter noun.
Seed of the Woman, in Hebrew is "Her seed." Zerah
would have a physical sense, either as a collective--the postenty of the woman 48 or an individual.49 Again we will postpone our identification of the seed until we have completed
our study of the words of the text. We are sure that the en)mity will exist between the serpent and the seed or offspring
1of the woman.
(C) uHe''-Hebrew, htt-The Massoretic text has htt
which today is commonly read as a masculine and refers to
zerah-the seed. The personal pronoun should be referred to
the substantive immediately preceding. In the text, this is
zcrah which is masculine and the pronoun should be the
masculine hu and not the feminine hi.M Therefore, the seed
of the woman, not the woman, wtll crush the head of the serpent (15b). The Samaritan Pentateuch and the Peshitta have
the masculine. It is true that the Massoretes sometimes
pointed the consonants Hu as a feminine (Gen. 3:20) n but
the textual evidence in Gen. 3 15b is against such a reading.
Further confirmation of a masculine reading of hu in MT

I

4'r Ceuppens, op ot, 3, e, 9, Is 4, 1 Ceuppens thmks the phrase should
be understood m thlS moral sense The de~il has no phys1cal seed, and any
collectivity here would refer to the mWVlduals havmg the .same nature as
Satan These individuals--devils or dmboilcal powcr-w1ll carry on a conflict
with the seed of the woman For the mdiv1dual interpretation, cf, Mariani,
art c1t, 8S f., esp. 87-88 According to Mariam, Satan and his "seed" constitute a whole, a dan, a falnlly which is not multiplied as time passes through
generation, but IS already completed, and as a block are drawn up m the

ftcld
4S

Ceuppens, loc ot

n Manan1, loc ctt
~DManani, art c1t, 88, Ceuppens, op ot, 4, cf, Ceuppens, De hi.rtoria
primaeva (2nd ed, Rome, 1947) 141 "Pentateuchus Samarttanus, textus

antiqu1tate omnibus praestantior bane lectionem habet, similiter Peshttta
~1 Koehler-Baumgartner, op, dt, 226,
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is had from the masculine form of the verb, yeshuphka and
likewise from the mascuhne form of the suffix of the verb,
teshuphennu. 52 There is no doubt that the Hebrews understood a masculine pronoun in the text, namely the posterity
and not the woman alone.
The translators of the LXX used autOs, the masculine
pronoun, though sperma-seed is neuter in the Greek. The
!tala faithfuily follows the LXX. St. Jerome translated 1ipsa'
in the Vulgate, but he certainly knew of the Massoretic reading.~3 We will follow the Hebrew text
"Will crush"-in Hebrew, yeshuphka-is the imperfect
Kal form of the verb shuph, the meaning of which is still uncertain. The verb shupk is used in only two other places in
the Sacred Scriptures (Job 9:17 and Ps 139:11).54 The
word shttph has the meaning of 1'to crush," 11 to snatch," 55 11 to
trample," 11 to bruise." 5 6
The word appears twice in vs 15b and should be given
the same meaning in the same context unless there are reasons
to the contrary. The LXX has done this with teresci ( 11he win
52Ciamer, op at, 139, Ceuppens, lac at
lac Cit , Ceuppens, op Cit, 141 f; Manaru, lac cit , F de
Hummelaucr, S J, Commentanus tn GeneSJm, m Cursus Scnpturae Sacrae
(Pans, 1903) 160, St Jerome, Quaestiones hebra:cae tn ltbrum Geneseos, in
PL Z3, 991
!i4 Brunec, art czt, 199 "Sensus propnus V1dctur esse 'conterere, contundcre,' utt nos docent le't.!ca hebr:ucae lmguae In Job 9, 17 mterpres LXX
rcddit bane 'occm verho ektrlbo quod e'lt 'penitus proterere, 1ta conterere,
ut res contr1ta tamquam ad nUn.lum reillgntur et commmuatur'; m Ps. 139
autem red.it eamdem voccm "erbo katopatio seu 'ped1bus ad terram conculcare' Ut in aliiS h'lguiS, 1ta etlam m lingua bebraica idea conculcandi, contundendi, contercndt aptam metaphornm praebet ad exprunendam 1deam
perfectae V!Ctonae de advcrsano "
~~~Koehler-Baumgartner, op ctt, 956 from Shaaph, "to pant after, to
long for"
116 Mariam, lac cit "pestare, tritare, calpe'ltare c qumdt schmcc1are "
Tnt are is translated "to grind, to pound, to examme, to consider" So also
the Sam Pentateuch, percutzet and percutzes; Aqu1la, prostripsei, S}mmacchus,
thlzpsez wtth the meamng of "crush " Cf Hummelauer, loc ctt
113 Clamer,
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be on the look out for," "he will watch for") and tereseis
("you will, etc."). The Vulgate uses two verbs, conteret,
msidiaberis, contrary to the other versions,57 In the first part
of 15b, shuph is to be taken in its proper sense, and in the
second part we must understand it in a metaphorical sense,
for a serpent cannot trample the foot of the man. 58
j "He will crush your kead"-head in Hebrew is rosh, i.e
Of the serpent, and indicates the destruction and elimination
/of his dtabolical power which was used against humanity.
An individual man can kill a serpent, but one human being or
all of sinful humanity together cannot eliminate Satan and
his diabolical powers 59
<~You will lie in watt for his heel"-heel in Hebrew is
'acheb. The Greek has ptcrna-heel. The enmity will continue until the destruction of the serpent. The seed of the
woman will seek to bruise the heel of the woman's offspring.
Since this verse is part of the curse of the temptor, we can
JUstly argue to a victory for the woman's seed in this moral
conflict. Rosh (head) and 'acheb (heel) are accusatives of
limitation.60
One last word should be said on the tenses of the two
forms of shuph and the conjunction waw. Both forms are im57 Clamer, op c1t, 140 conteret-"to trample under foot" and lnS1dmburs
-"to lay m ambush, to regard with hostility." To g1ve the Hebrew suph that
double mearung one must appeal to the Assyrian sepu-"foot," SIJjm-"to
trample under foot, to crush with the foot" and to the parallel passages Job
9, 17 and Ps 139, 11, moreo\er, we haYe the agreement of the verb suph
with so 'aPh which has the two senses of "to look for," "to entrap" and "to
tread down, to bruise" Nevertheless, these agreements are not dens1ve; the
affinity With the Assyrian IS not certam, etc Therefore, 1t seems more prudent, because 1t conforms more to the Hebrew and the LXX, to maintain the
same sense for the same Hrb in 1ls double use in vs IS Especially smce the
ongrn of the double translabon seems to stem from the posttion of the two
adversanes Cf Ceuppens, op cit, 142-146, who discusses the vanous opinions,
58 Bea, art at, 4, note 6
59 Mariam, art at, 89
60 Jouon, op at, No 126g

'•
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perfect Kal and the waw has been separated from the second
form, thus avoidmg a wayyiktol form of the verb. 61 In this
way, the idea of a temporal succession of actions is avoided
and the waw will indicate a relation of simultaneity. "He will
crush you on the head when you will seek to bruise him on
the heel." 62

Interpretation
His Holiness, Pope Pius XII, in his encyclical Humam
ge1zeris, repeats the posttion of the Church which was contained in the letter of the Biblical Commission to the Archbishop of Pans mentioned above 63 He says: "This Jetter'\.
clearly potnts out that the first eleven chapters of Genesis,
although properly speaking not conforming to the historical
method used by the best Greek and Latin writers or by competent authors of our time, do nevertheless pertain to history
in a true sense, whtch, however, must be further studied and
determined by exegetes; the same chapters (the Letter points
out), in simple and metaphorical language adapted to the
mentality of a people but little cultured both state the principal truths which are fundamental for our salvation and also
give a popular description of the origin of the human race
and the chosen people." 64
/
Keeping thts dtrective of the Holy Father in mind, Jet us
now try to examine the context in which we find the Protoevangehum. Dom Charher writes concerning the literary form
to be found in the first eleven chapters of Genesis
61fbid, No 118ef Cf Brunec, oP Cit, 200
6 2 Brunec, loc. Cit, has diScussed the "arious uses of the particle waw
On p 215, he translates 1Sb "lpsum percuttet (vtdonose) llbt caput quando

(eo momento quo) tu conaberlS percutere ( "ictonose) e1 calcaneum"

easee note 19.
64 Pope Ptus XII, Humam gtnens, m EB No 618; EngliSh tr, from
Paultst Press (New Vorl.., 1950) 20
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''Here we have a form which ts qmte umque and found no/.
where else in the Btble. Elements of btstory, legend, parable
and apocalypse are all combmed, but it can be called neither
stnct history nor pure legend. Still less ts tt myth The ancient
Semitic conception of the creation of the world, bmlt up on a
nucleus of real happenings, has here been stylized, enriched and
(purified from the lees of polytheism. Into tbts framework have
been woven the threads of the great rehgwus themes--the creation, man, the fall, sin, and the promise of redemption It would
be wrong to mterpret these chapters as symbols, wtthout foundation m fact. It would be JUSt as wrong to. see m them a SCientilic
account of the pre-history of man. They are a graphic and concrete presentation of the begmnings of the human drama and of

\the plans of a merciful God." M
Modern Catholic critics attribute chapters II and III to
the inspired writer who wrote down a tradition existing among
the Hebrews 66 This writer shows a preference for the divine
name-Yahweh-which was given to Moses, and his composition is called the Yahwistic tradition. 67 Father Clamer
dates the Yahwistic composition in the firSt half of the tenth
century, B.C.6 ' Among the qualities of the J tradition that
are obvious to the reader are: the charm that flows from the
text, the fact of the brilliance, the variety and the richness of
the images, qualities which are particularly evident in the
narratives of Genesis, for instance, the terrestrial paradise,
the fall of our first parents, the story of Sodom and Gomorrha,
of the marnage of Isaac and Rebecca. 69
65 Charher, op est, 144-145 Cf A M Dubarle, 0 P , Le pfche ongmd
dans Ia Genlse, 1n RB 64 (1957) 1...34, see ThD 6 (1958) 95-99.
66CJamer, op at, 84, De Vau'lt, op at, 15, Vawter, op crt, 22f
67 De Vaux, loc at Vawter, loc ell "One of them (the groups), called
'J' by the cntics because of its affection for the ancient Hebrew proper name
of God, Jahweh,
• IS more 'pnnuhve' than the others in its theology. , ••"
Cf also Clamer, op at, 83, 33·39.
68 Clamer, op at, 38
69 Clamer, op cit, 35.
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From the pen of the Yahwist come distinguishing traits of
living persons. The characters in his account stand out in
relief. !To the ancient narratives which he has coliected to pass
on to ~s, be has been able to impart a poetical spirit.) This
poetical inspiration, says Father Clamer, together with the
religious spirit (soujfie religieux) makes his work a truly
national epic, dominated by the majesty and the power of the
Yahweh. 70
So the writer of the J tradition could be classified as a
narrator rather than as an historian, because of the character
of his account, consisting, as it does, of a series of tableaux
and episodes, which have been placed more side by side than
connected by a logical or chronological literary bond Nevertheless, one will not be able to question his general views, his
entire plan, nor fail to recognize the bond which he establishes between the reported facts, by connecting closely the
effects with their causes Thus we see that his preoccupation"'
to answer the grave problems which the existence of evil poses,
in a world, however, which was created good by God, is expressed in the responses which he gives to questions of what
IS the reason for death m the world, for the sorrows of women,
the difficult work of men, the dispersion and mutual lack of
/
understanding among nations.11
The Yahwist sees the problem of evil and the promise of
redemption Sin has caused suffering, death, concupiscence
and discord. He tells us the story of Adam and Eve, Cain and
Abel, the sons of Noe; he relates the crimes of Sodom, of Lot
and his daughters, the incest of Ruben, the crimes of the sons
of Jacob. But the sacred writer balances these repeated falls
into sin with repeated assurances of redemption by God. 12
Clamer, Joe cit.
Clamer, loc at See on the context what was said above, p 13, note
30. Cf. also R1gaux, art. dt, 331 f
12 Rigaux, art tit, 332.
10

11
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Sin and redemption, interwoven into the history, surely constitute the great preoccupation of the one who wrote Gen. II
/and III.
In the mind of the sacred writer, therefore, what can we
say is the meaning of the Protoevangelium, the first goodnews? Let us recall once again that we have deliberately
restricted our approach to the text of Genesis, because of the
papers that will follow concerning Patristic Tradition and the
Magisterium in their use of Gen. 3:15. Further, since most
authors in interpreting the text appeal to these authoritiesand rightly so-it seems best not to attempt to give an exhaustive bibliography on the subject Such bibliography can
be found in the works and articles cited.
In the mind of the Yahwist wri,ter does Gen. 3:15 offer a
ypromise of redemption? Can we speak of the messianism of
Gen. 3 15? This is very difficult to determine. Father Heinisch writes: "Prophecies which concern man's redemption are
called Messianic even when they do not treat directly of a
personal Saviour; for it is sufficient if they have some relationship to the work which the Redeemer would accomplish.11 18
We have seen that the sacred writer was concerned with
the problem of evil. He was looking for answers. On the
second and third chapters of Genesis, P. Rigaux writes:
"In the past twenty years Cathohc exegesiS has made real
progress in the interpretation of these chapters It realizes that
'i the reports of the sacred writer have a historical value only in
' the degree that the history 1s the bearer of a religious doctrine.
adrmts that the religious teachmg circumscribed by certain
: great truths, has been clad in the symbols of sacred trees, the
: nb of Adam, the splendid garden and the serpent It has emphasized that the Yahwist writer did not write the histories and

In

1

73p Heuush, Chnsl 111 Prophtcy (tr by Wm G. Heldt, OS.B,) (St
Paul, Minnesota, 1956) 17.
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report the oral tracbbons for the mere delight of writing nor to
amuse a primitive people. The chapters offer clear solutl{}ns to
the problems which torment men." 74

All that God had created was good. Through the temptation of the devil, sin entered in the world. The harmony that
existed between Creator and creature was disturbed. The
peaceful existence in Paradise-men and women being equals/5
animals being subject to man, food being provided in abundance-ceased to exist. Only in the Messianic era would it
reappear (Is. 11 :6f.).
Thus it was that God punished Satan by cursing him.
The man and the woman are not cursed. In Gen. 3:15, we
have part of the punishment of the serpent. As we have seen,
the serpent is the devil. God punishes the devil by placing
enmity between the devil and the woman, between his seed
and her seed. Her seed will ultimately crush the serpent's
head.
The enmity will last until the destruction of one party.
This is the usual meaning of the term in Sacred Scripture 76
The enmity will be supernatural because it (a) has been
placed there directly by God; (b) has for its object the devil;
and (c) should inflict on the devil the greatest punishment by
his complete destruction. 77
There is symbolism in the sacred author's use of a serpent.
But should it be restricted to a symbol associated solely with
male and female fertility duties? Authors are not agreed. 78
McKenzie argues that "the serpent appears in other fonns in
74 Rtgaux, art at, 335 English tr, from ThD 6 (1958) 28
71i McKenzi~, op at, 559 "The narrative treats woman as an equal and
a partner of man Th!.'l feature does not appear in any ancient Near Eastern

story"
76 See above, note 33
n Mariani, op crt, n.so, 91
78 McKenzte, op cit, 563 f and note SO
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the Bible ... In !sa. 27:1, Job 25:13 1 the serpent is a monstrous adversary of Yahweh." 79 The symbolism of the passage, therefore, should be more general. The Yahwist writer
would place the devil and sin m general at the root of all evil.an
When the seed of the woman conquers the devil, then the
diabolical power will come to an end.
The individual serpent is opposed to the seed of the woman
in the final conflict. Does that mean that the seed of the serpent will not be overcome? The answer must be negative.
The "serpent" and the "seed of the serpent" indicate the same
thing under a different aspect.81 The term "seed" is present
79 M,Kenzie, loc at In his dtscussron of the threefold curse, to serpentwoman-man, he remarks "Perhaps, therefore, the curse, like the serpent
1tself, should be understood more broadly, wtth sexual sm m the foreground,
but With sin in the general sense as the proper term of the symbol, , , ,
"In no theory has an entirely satisfactory symboliSm been found for the
curse of the serpent The mJStal..e perhaps hes m searchmg for too recondtte
a sigm.ficance SymboliSm whtch IS not fairly obvtous loses its point
The serpent itself suggests, tn the popular mmd, a degraded, stealthy, mali~
cious being, and no more IS necessary to understand the tenns of the curse"
80 R~gaux, art CJt, 336 See Rigaux, The Woman and Her Seed m
Gcncm J J-;~15, m ThD 6 (1958} 28 "Evil entered into the world by the
mtervenhon of a perverse hut intelligent being, an enemy of God and of man,
a culpable bemg who would be the first to be purushed
"We are not dealmg here wtth a serpent, not wtth a stmple repWe, not
wtth some animal of fable, Nor are we dealing w1th an abstraction or a
symbol representmg senstble pleasure as opposed to reason, such as the world
tunung man from. God or the sex appetite For the diSordered appetite of
the couple carried them beyond the world and beyond themselves to be hke
to God And the serpent was not the symbol of that W..eness, but Its U!SI:l.gator. He mfluenced them, but not to make them. desire himself. Adam and
Eve sinned by love not of the serpent, but of the good whtch he promtsed
He JS, therefore, a demomc bcmg
"Hence to be eschatologtcal and mess1amc, our text has to be Situated m
the perspecbve of the battle between God and the devtl, in the perspective
of the relations between God and man, before and after the Fall "
81 Manam, De quadam antzmanologtca Protoevangeln (Gen J, 15) lnterpretatione, in ED 7 (1954) 391 Cf also blS article, L'Immacolata nd Protovangelo: Gen. 3, 15, in Vgl 3 (1955) 87, and R~gaux, art, cit, m RB 61
(1954) 340
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in the text referring to the serpent for a literary reason only,
because of parallelism with the Hseed of the woman." As is
evident, the devil has no body, and cannot have physical off~
spring.82 Human beings are rather the prey of Satan than his
offspring. ''
It is important to determine, as far as we can, who is
meant by the "seed of the woman." As we have seen, the word
zerah (seed) can have an mdtvidual or a coliective meaning.
The individual sense seems to be meant for the following
reasons:
(A) At the time that the sacred writer penned the curse
of the serpent in Get~. 3:14~15, about the middle of the lOth
century B C.,83 there had already been born in Israel a mes~
sianic hope. The Yahwist htmself reports these facts to his
i-eaders. To the Patriarchs God not only promised aid and
prosperity, but to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, God gives a
blessing in which all nations share (Gen. 12: 1~3; 24:7; 28: 1314). In the blessing of Jacob to Juda (Gen. 49 10) and the
oracle of Balaam (Num 24:17) we find a reference to and a
promise of a future ruler. 84
P. Rigaux, therefore, argues that we should not isolate
the promises of the future in the Protoevangelium from these
promises and hopes for a Messias. But the hope of the Proto~
evangelium is not like all the others. A society attributes a
unique importance to its begmnings. There it finds its reason
for existence and its glory. Only in Gen. II~III has Sacred
Scripture touched on the source of the worldwide and human
problem before coming to the philosophical problems treated
in the Book of Wisdom~ It has tackled the problem dearly
and definitively. Satan wtll rule in the world On the other
82 See above, note 47
83 See note 68 The Jsrnehtes were governed by a monarchy
took the place of Yahweh for the people
84 Rlgaux, art, cit, 340 I
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hand, God will rule, as in paradise, only through a human
representative. The faith of Israel and the Sacred Writer,
~ therefore, constitute a backdrop against which the Protoevan_/ gelium should be interpreted.85
(B) If we take the "seed of the woman" in a collective
meaning, we upset the balance in the final battle between the
"woman's seed" and the individual serpent. If we try to refer
the 11seed of the woman" to the human race, which gains a
victory over the devil or dtabolical powers, we find that this
is contrary to the mind of the inspired Yahwist.86 The sacred
writer, as we saw above, is concerned with the problem of
evil. For him, the human race has been corrupted by the
devil. Adam and Eve have sinned, turning away from God.
The story of Cain and Abel, the sons of Noe, Sodom, etc., show
his attitude toward the human race and argue against a collective sense. 81
Could part of the nation be the offspring of the woman?
As Father Rigaux points out, the Yahwist does not think with
our individualist mentality. He judges the world to be bad.
For him everything happens in the affairs of the people
through the ruler of this chosen people, directed by the law
and the king. Why then should the final victory escape from
this law of the history of the time? Evil wi11 disappear only
through the removal of Satan, that is to say, after the victory
of the Messias, the offspring of the woman.88

r

8:1Jbld, 341
86fbu!, 342 Manani, art nt, 74 f, 71
87 See note 71
Hauret, op at, 222 • "Nothmg 15 eaSier to prove by
facts than the continued hatred of the devil and his angels for men, but It is
'H'ry difficult to pro\e from hiStory the endunng ennuty of tbe seed of the
woman toward the children of Satan Instead of Implacable hatred there
have been many abdications and shameful compromises, the children succumb
to seduction as did therr mother before them The book of GenesiS alone 15 a
record of more defeats than of victories, Eve's posterity resembles less an
army of conquerors than a mass of conquered men "

88 Rigaux, loc at
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(C) Finally, we must recognize that the LXX confirms an
individual meaning. The text is certain. The word autOs in
the clause "he wtll crush you on the head/' agrees with the
individual, mascuhne interpretation. As noted above, "seed"
in the Greek IS a neuter noun, sperma. So the LXX translator
has given us an individual, not a collective, interpretation.
For these reasons, we can condude that the sacred writer
has intended the seed of the woman to be understood in an
individual meanmg. The final word to be identified is "the
woman."
Who is "the woman" in Gen. 3: 15? Roschini,89 Mariani,90
and Rigaux, 91 distinguish five groups of authors, each of
which has a different identification for "the woman." These
opinions range from an identification which sees Eve alone,
or understands it of all womanhood, or identifies Eve as a
type of Mary the Mother of the Messias, to an identification
that understands 1'the woman" as Mary in a literal sense with
the exdusion of Eve, or Mary in a literal fuller sense with
women in general as a basis.92
Space does not permit a review of aU the opinions which
can be found in the artides cited. The typical sense, the literal
sense and the literal·fuller sense are all true senses of Scripture.93 If we can show that Mary, the Mother of the Messias,
is included in the 'Protoevangehum in any of the three senses,
89G M Roschini, OS.M, Mariologw, ,ot, Z, pars I (Znd ed, Rome,
19·1-1) 19-81

90Maruni, art cit, 41-60
91 R~gaul:, art at, 343, also 321-323
92 J Coppens, La M~re du Sauveur d la lumUre de Ia thlologu vtterotestamentcurt, m Vgl 3 (1955) IOJ
113 R C Fuller, The Interpretation of Iloly ScnPture, m CCHS 54-57
A discussion of the various senses of Sacred Scnpture would extend th1s already
too lengthy paper For a dlSCUsston of the Sensus Plenior in Mariology, see
E May, 0 FM Cap, The Problem of a B1bl1Cal Mariology, in MS 11 (1960)
45-41, and the worl..s Cited Cf also Rigau't, art CJt, 326·328, Manam, art
dt' 60-65,
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then we know that the Divine Author, the Holy Spirit, intended
her to be included in the first Good Tidings.
Fust of all, we should state a fact that is evident to all,

.,/namely that the term ishshah-woman-in Gen. II-III does
not always refer to the wife of Adam. In fact in Gen 2:24,
the word is used to refer to any woman: "For this reason a
man leaves his father and mother, and clings to hts wife...."
The term "woman" even in the immedtate context, therefore,
can be a common name. 94
Secondly, Gen. 3:15 is an oracle of Yahweh and predicts
a Messianic and eschatological victory over the devil. 911 The
./setting of the victory is in the future. The idea of ''offspring"
connotes a future event. There is no indication that Eve or
Adam were even present when the devil was judged and sentenced. Why should the devil have remained in the garden
after having tempted our first parents to fall into sin?
Eve as the woman is excluded from Gen. 3:15 by the
1- meaning of the "enmity" which God places between the devil
and the woman. It was a total and perpetual enmity which
hardly fits the woman~Eve. Scripture says of her: "In
woman was sin's beginning, and because of her we all die"
(Ecclus. 25 23; 2 Cor.l1:3; 2 Tim. 2:14). The only woman
the world has ever known who qualifies for such an enmity
with the devil is the Immaculate Mother of the Messias. Can
we suppose that Eve, even though repentant for the original
sin, never agam yielded to temptation? Hardly.96 "The type
of enmity predicted in Gen. 3.15 is perhaps the strongest reason for rejecting the view that Eve, here, is a type of Mary. 97
94 Manani, art ctl, 10
9~ F X P1erce, S J, The Protoevangelmm, in CBQ 13 (1951) 139-240
Rigam, art Cit, 346, and ThD 6 (1958) 30
98 May, Mary m the Old Testament, 1n Marwlogy (ed J B Carol,
OFM) 1 (Milwaukee, 1954) 59 Father May refers to Father Pierce, art,
dt, 151, who he says, "qUite correctly ndicules the 1dea" (note 20)
97 May, lac nt
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For this same reason, a series of women or all womanhood v'
would be excluded from the text. Just as the first woman
never had a complete enmtty wtth regard to the devil, so other
women, Mary alone excepted, were sometimes subject to his
power.
The woman of Gen. 3: 15 is associated in the mind of the
divine Author and the inspired author with the seed of the
woman who gains a complete and final victory over the devil
The victory is shown by the position of the two adversaries.!/
The serpent ts pictured in the state of defense: he can attack
only the heel which is already raised to crush him 98
Father Rtgaux shows that in the writings of the Yahwist,
women have been associated in the history of the chosen
people in the work of salvation and the redemption of men. 99
Is it not, he asks, a preparation for the birth in Israel of the
hope that will occur in the time of the prophets? If theMes-..,....
sias is to be born of the race of woman, he will have a mother,
and is it surprising that the mother is united to the son in Is
7:14 and ll!ich. 5:1-20? IO<I
The prophecy is veiled, but the association is true. The
woman and her seed have a relationship of mother and son.
Under the general title of woman, the sacred writer indicated
the source of God's victory over the devil and sin.101 Later
98 Rlgnu'\ 1 La femme rt son hgnage • 338,
99 Ib1d, 346 f. Father R1gnu:x refers to Abraham and Sarah (Gen 21,
1-20), to Is.nac and Rebecca (Gen 25, 19-21) 1 to Jacob and Lm and Rachel
(Gen, 29, 1-22 1 30, 1-8,22-24)
100 Rlgau'l:, art ot, 341
101 Marm.ni, art at, 16 "Intemhamo quindi p~r mul1er un nome comune
cbe ind1ca una vera donna, divers.n da E\a, che nell'mtenzione dhina era
Mana SS, allo stesso modo che mul1er nelle seziom narrative d1 Gen 2-3 l!
un nome comune applicate a des1gnare Eva Questa donna Maria dall'agiografo
era prev!Sta come restauratrice dell'umawt?!. insreme al Messm L'mimicizia e
quella tra Ia Yergine e Satana, 1dentJca o comune a quella del suo seme, suo
figho, Cristo Redentore, che scbiaccia Ia testa al serpente mfernale Non
si predice una Iotta di secoh, rna quella tra Satana e tutto l'infemo da una
parte e Ia Vergme ed II suo Ftgho dall'altra • • "
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revelation will show that Jesus Christ achieved this victory.
Thus Father Hauret wntes:
"In the vast perspective of the diVllle plan, later stages teach
'us the meaning and onentation of the earlier ones; more recent
Ioracles clarify and complete the older ones. It lS thus that God,

the author of the whole of the Scriptures, explains His own
words and gtves us their true meanmg On the other hand, a
prophecy proposed in vague and obscure terms is made lumJtous by companson With the event which is its fulfillment.
'Theologrcal' exegests thus ennches htstonco-phdological exegesis.
"We know With certainty that one born of a woman (Gal.
4 4) gained a dectsive victory over the dev1l and so avenged
the defeat m the garden of Eden In Jesus the ancient prophecy
was splendidly fulfilled. He was the hving antithesis of the devil
(John 14:30), and Hts mtssion m hfe was to dtspossess Satan
of the Kmgdom usurped by htm 'To thts end the Son of God
appeared that He might destroy the works of the devtl' (1 John
3•8). The formtdable duel in whtch Christ was engaged wtth
the age-old enemy of mankind came to an end with the crushmg
of the serpent 'Now,' s:ud the Savtour on the eve of Hts death,
'now wtll the prince of the world be cast out' (John 12'31).
All during Jesus' pubhc mmistry the devtl pursued Him, stirring
up persecutmns against Him raismg doubts as to Hts intentions
Christ generously endured all these suffermgs and finally offered
Hts hie to Hts heavenly Father m exptation for the sms of the
human race How often was His heel not brmsed!" 102

The Gospels (Luke 1.26; 2:34 f; John 19:26 f.) bring
out the role of the Virgin Mary and her close relationship with
her Son, Christ the Redeemer. HThe Virgin was associated
With her Son m His enmity, in His struggles, and in His victory." 103
Further study on the fulfillment of the First-gospel and its
relationship to St John's Apocalypse will furnish additional
102 Hauret,
103 Ilauret,

op
op

Cit, 220-221
Cit, 226

I
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hght on the theological significance of the message contained
God's first promise of a Redeemer. Let it suffice here to
point out that such work is being done with fruitful results 10 ~

10

Conclusion

From our examination of Gen. 3 15, we can conclude that:
( 1) the "enmity" placed by God between the devil and the
woman with her offspring was a complete and perpetual en·
mity; (2) the "serpent" is the devil and the seed of the
serpent refers to the same thing, the devil or diabolical power;
{3) the 11 seed" of the woman should be taken in an indi·
vidual sense and refers to the Messms, Jesus Christ, who
achieves complete victory over the devil, 10 the literal sense;
(4) "the woman" (Eve would be excluded from the prophet's
view) designates, in the literal sense, the only woman who
holds a relationship to Jesus Christ, as Mother to Son. The
woman of the First·gospel is, therefore, the Virgin Mary, the
Holy Mother of God.
REv. STEPHEN RowE, O.F.M.CAP.
Capuchin College

Washingt01t, D. C.
10~ L Cerfaux, Lfl t>lnon de trJ femme et du dragon de /'Apocalypse en
relatwn avec k Protivangtle, 111 Vgl J (1955) ll6-131, B J, Fro15, SVD,
The Jfary-Church Relationship tn the Apocalypse, in MS 9 (1958) 93·103
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